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With people’s living standard increasing, all kinds of new consumption modes 
come out like continuous streams. And consuming by expense card is just one of 
them.On one hand consuming by expense card provides much convenience for our 
daily life.On the other hand ,however, in the same time it is also accompanied with all 
sorts of contradictions. There are many problems about consumer intrests protection 
during the course of consuming by expense card.Within this kind of background,this 
paper aims to analyze that what causes these problem abovementioned and raise 
corresponding legal countermeasures. 
This paper is composed of three chapters.Chapter one expatiates the new 
consumption mode,generalizes the main characteristics and advantages of consuming 
by expense card and enumerates several kinds patterns of consuming by expense card 
in our daily life for people to identify from the aspect of monopoly industry.Chapter 
two deeply analyzes the law issue in relation to the new consumption mode and lay 
groundwork for next chapter in which we’ll put forward some legal  methods to 
solve the problems.Meanwhile,we give some examples about infringement that is 
usual in our daily life and analyzes them from the perspective of law.Then we discuss 
why it is hard to protect consumers’ interest from the angle of seller,buyer, industrial 
and commercial bureau and court respectively.Chpter three introduces some kinds of 
methods to protect those consumers who consume by expense card,including punitive 
damages,society of self-discipline and supervising by media.And we also bring 
forward some new methods, such as information disclosure, confirmation letter and 
increase the threshold of issuing card. 
The innovations in this paper are as follows:firstly,we raise our opinion about 
what is consuming by expense card and described its characteristics;secondly,we 
define the legal property of the new mode of consumption,which is also known as 















of consuming by expense card;lastly,based on the measures what we have now,we 
think out some new measures to protect consumers’ interests,for example,information 
disclosure,signing the confirmation letter and etc. 
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